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6. Appendix: Specification of Use Cases of the ETF platform 

Table 16 listed the complete specification of both functional requirement (FR) and 
non-functional requirement (NFR) use cases that we’ve generated for the case application of 
ETF marketing and discussion platform. 

For actor and content types of the ETF platform, please see Table 6 in chapter four. 

Table 16. Specification of use cases of the ETF platform 
ID Item Specification 
B1 Use case name and 

description 
Publish/generate a general content 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to fill in the new content. 
2. The user submits the new content. 
3. The platform saves the new content. 

Post-conditions Publish/generate a general content on the platform 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B2 Use case name and 
description 

Publish/generate a tag 
Publish a tag before using it for tagging 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to fill in a new tag. 
2. The user submits the new tag. 
3. The platform saves the new tag. 

Post-conditions Publish/generate a tag on the platform 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B3 Use case name and 
description 

Publish/generate a bookmark 
Publish a bookmark before using it for bookmarking 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to submit in a new bookmark. 
2. The platform saves the new bookmark. 

Post-conditions Publish/generate a bookmark on the platform 
Special requirements A user can only bookmark a product or general content that is not bookmarked yet 

by the him/herself 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B4 Use case name and 
description 

Publish/generate a private message 
Publish a private message before sending it to others 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to fill in a new private message. 
2. The user submits the new private message. 
3. The platform saves the new message. 

Post-conditions Publish/generate a private message (waiting to be send) 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B5 Use case name and 
description 

Publish/generate a user identity content 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to fill in a new user identity content. 
2. The user submits the new user identity content. 
3. The platform saves the new content. 

Post-conditions Publish generate a user identity content on the platform 
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Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B6 Use case name and 
description 

Publish/generate a user relationship content 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to submit a new user relationship content when 
viewing. 

2. The platform saves the new user relationship content. 
Post-conditions Publish/generate a user relationship content on the platform 
Special requirements A user cannot establish a relationship to him/herself 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B7 Use case name and 
description 

Publish/generate a new product content (1) 
The product content publish function for company users 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to fill in a new product content. 
2. The user submits the new product content. 
3. The platform saves the new content. 

Post-conditions Publish/generate a new product content on the platform 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B8 Use case name and 
description 

Publish/generate a new product content (2) 
The product content publish function for individual users 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to fill in a new product content. 
2. The user submits the new product content. 
3. The platform managers receive the request from users. 

Post-conditions Send a request to publish/generate a new product content to platform managers 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B9 Use case name and 
description 

Modify a general content 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to modify a general content. 
2. The user submits the modified content. 
3. The platform saves the modified content. 

Post-conditions Modify a general content on the platform 
Special requirements A user can only modify a general content that previously published/generated by 

him/herself (owned) 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B10 Use case name and 
description 

Modify a product content or tag 
A request with desired modification for product contents or tags 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to fill in modification of a product content or tag. 
2. The user submits the modification. 
3. The platform managers receive request to apply the modification. 
ALTERNATIVE: 
1. A company user calls the function to modify owned product content. 
2. The company user submits the modified product content. 
3. The platform saves the modified product content. 

Post-conditions 1. Send a request of content modification to platform managers 
2. Modify an owned product content on the platform 

Special requirements A company user can modify an owned product contents directly without sending 
any requests 

Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 
B11 Use case name and Delete a general content 
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description 
Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. The user calls the function to delete a general content. 
2. The platform gives warning/permission to delete the content. 
3. The user continues or cancels the function. 
4. The platform removes the content if the user continues. 

Post-conditions Delete a general content on the platform (if not canceled) 
Special requirements A user can only delete owned general contents 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B12 Use case name and 
description 

Modify a bookmark 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to modify a bookmark. 
2. The user submits the modified bookmark. 
3. The platform saves the modified bookmark. 

Post-conditions Modified a bookmark on the platform 
Special requirements A user can only modify an owned bookmark 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B13 Use case name and 
description 

Delete a bookmark 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to delete a bookmark. 
2. The platform gives warning/permission to delete the bookmark. 
3. The user continues or cancels the function. 
4. The platform removes the bookmark if the user continues. 

Post-conditions Delete a bookmark on the platform (if not canceled) 
Special requirements A user can only delete an owned bookmark 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B14 Use case name and 
description 

Tag a product or general content 
Associate a tag to a product or general content (tagging) 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed; a tag for tagging 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to tag a product or general content. 
2. The user submits the tagging action. 
3. The platform saves the tagging action. 

Post-conditions Tag a product or general content on the platform 
Special requirements A tag for tagging must exist (via being published) 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

Include: Publish/generate a tag (B2) 
B15 Use case name and 

description 
Bookmark a product or general content 
Associate a bookmark to a product or general content (bookmarking) 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed; a bookmark for bookmarking 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to bookmark a product or general content. 
2. The user submits the bookmarking action. 
3. The platform saves the bookmarking action. 

Post-conditions Bookmark a product or general content on the platform 
Special requirements A bookmark for bookmarking most exist (via being published) 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

Include: Publish/generate a bookmark (B3) 
B16 Use case name and 

description 
Delete a private message 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to delete a private message. 
2. The platform gives warning/permission to delete the message. 
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3. The user continues or cancels the function. 
4. The platform removes the message if the user continues. 

Post-conditions Delete a private message on the platform (if not canceled) 
Special requirements A user can only delete a owned private message (as its sender or receiver) 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B17 Use case name and 
description 

Modify a user identity content 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to modify a user identity content. 
2. The user submits the modified user identity content. 
3. The platform saves the modified content. 

Post-conditions Modify a user identity content on the platform 
Special requirements A user can only modify owned user identity contents 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B18 Use case name and 
description 

Delete a user identity content 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to delete a user identity content. 
2. The platform gives warning/permission to delete the content. 
3. The user continues or cancels the function. 
4. The platform removes the content if the user continues. 

Post-conditions Delete a user identity content on the platform (if not canceled) 
Special requirements A user can only delete owned user identity contents 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B19 Use case name and 
description 

Modify a user relationship content (general) 
Change target user in the relationship content 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to modify a user relationship content. 
2. The user submits the modified relationship content. 
3. The platform saves the modified content. 

Post-conditions Modify a user relationship content on the platform 
Special requirements A user can only modify an owned relationship content and cannot change it 

toward him/herself. 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B20 Use case name and 
description 

Delete a user relationship content (general) 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to delete a user relationship content. 
2. The platform gives warning/permission to delete the content. 
3. The user continues or cancels the function. 
4. The platform removes the content if user continues. 

Post-conditions Delete a user relationship content on the platform (if not canceled) 
Special requirements A user can only delete a owned relationship content 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B21 Use case name and 
description 

Modify a user relationship content (business) 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Actors Company users 
Pre-conditions Login needed; can only be used by company users 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

As same as B19 

Post-conditions Modify a business user relationship content on the platform 
Special requirements As same as B19 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B22 Use case name and 
description 

Delete a user relationship content (business) 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
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Actors Company users 
Pre-conditions Login needed; can only be used by company users 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

As same as B20 

Post-conditions Delete a business user relationship content on the platform (if not canceled) 
Special requirements As same as B20 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B23 Use case name and 
description 

Link a product or general content 
Link a product or general content to another one 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Social Architecture” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to link a product or general content to another. 
2. The user submits the new link. 
3. The platform saves the link to linked contents. 

Post-conditions Link a product or general content to another 
Special requirements A product or general content cannot be linked to itself 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B24 Use case name and 
description 

Rate a product or general content 
Give active rating score to a product or general content 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Social Architecture” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to rate a product or general content. 
2. The user submits the rating of the content. 
3. The platform saves the rating to the content. 

Post-conditions Rate a product or general content on the platform 
Special requirements A user cannot rate owned product or general contents or any locked content 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B25 Use case name and 
description 

Send a generated private message to other user(s) 
Send an exist but unsent message to other known user(s) 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Social Architecture” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed; a private message is needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to send a generated private message to other user(s), 
fill in list of receiver users (account ID). 

2. The user submits the sending action. 
3. The platform sends the message to receivers and keeps a copy for the sender.

Post-conditions Send a generated private message to other user(s) on the platform 
Special requirements The private message must be published by the sender 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

Include: Publish/generate a private message (B4) 
B26 Use case name and 

description 
View/use a product or general content, a tag or a bookmark 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Collective Intelligence” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions None 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to view a product/general content, tag or bookmark.
2. The platform displays the content. 

Post-conditions Display a product or general content, a tag or a bookmark to a user on the platform
Special requirements None 
Relationships None 

B27 Use case name and 
description 

View/use a private message 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Collective Intelligence” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to view a private message. 
2. The platform displays the message. 

Post-conditions Display a private message to a user on the platform 
Special requirements A private message can only be viewed by its senders or receivers 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B28 Use case name and 
description 

View/use a user identity content 
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Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Collective Intelligence” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions None 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to view a user identity content. 
2. The platform displays the content. 

Post-conditions Display a user identity content to a user on the platform 
Special requirements None 
Relationships None 

B29 Use case name and 
description 

View/use a user blog setting 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Collective Intelligence” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to view a user blog setting. 
2. The platform displays the content. 

Post-conditions Display a user blog setting to a user on the platform 
Special requirements A user blog setting can be only viewed by the owner 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B30 Use case name and 
description 

View/use a user relationship content 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Collective Intelligence” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to view a user relationship content. 
2. The platform displays the content. 

Post-conditions None 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B31 Use case name and 
description 

Assign a published product or general content to user blog or tag forums 
Make the content can be viewed in a chosen place on the platform 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Collective Intelligence” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A use calls the function to assign a published product/general content to user 
blog or tag forums 

2. The user submits the assigned location. 
3. The platform saves the assigned location to the content. 

Post-conditions Assign a published product or general content 
Special requirements A published product or general content is needed 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B32 Use case name and 
description 

Use content-based filtering for searching recommendation 
Recommend related but possibly unknown contents for a user 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Collective Intelligence” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions None 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to start content-based filtering for recommendation 
of related contents. 

2. The user gives one or more keywords (or uses a viewing content as the base).
3. The platform displays the list of recommended contents. 

Post-conditions Display a list of content-based recommendation for a user on the platform 
Special requirements Need keywords or a viewing product/general content as base 
Relationships None 

B33 Use case name and 
description 

Use item-based collaborative filtering for related contents recommendation 
Recommend related but possibly unknown contents for a user 

Type FR, under the package “W2CC: Collective Intelligence” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to start item-based collaborative filtering for 
recommendation of related contents. 

2. The platform displays the list of recommended contents. 
Post-conditions Display a list of item-based recommendation for a user on the platform 
Special requirements The user must be viewing a product or general content 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B34 Use case name and Create web virtual environment 
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description Enclose users in the world of platform and support their activities 
Type NFR, under the package “W2CC: Web Platform” 
Cross-cut conditions ACTOR: Company users 

ACTOR: Individual users 
ACTOR: Platform managers 

Influences Company users: total positive 
Individual users: total positive 
Platform managers: total positive 

Cross-cut 
relationships 

Warp: Company users 
Warp: Individual users 

Priority Normal 
B35 Use case name and 

description 
Liberty to contribute contents 
Freedom to generate any contents 

Type NFR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Cross-cut conditions USE CASE: Publish/generate a general content (B1) 

USE CASE: Publish/generate a tag (B2) 
USE CASE: Publish/generate a bookmark (B3) 
USE CASE: Publish/generate a private message (B4) 
USE CASE: Publish/generate a user identity content (B5) 
USE CASE: Publish/generate a user relationship content (B6) 
USE CASE: Publish/generate a new product content (1) (B7) 
USE CASE: Publish/generate a new product content (2) (B8) 

Influences B1: positive 
B2: positive 
B3: positive 
B4: positive 
B5: positive 

B6: positive 
B7: positive 
B8: positive 
Aggregation of contents (B40): positive

Cross-cut 
relationships 

Overlap (before): B1 
Overlap (before): B2 
Overlap (before): B3 
Overlap (before): B4 

Overlap (before): B5 
Overlap (before): B6 
Overlap (before): B7 
Overlap (before): B8 

Priority Normal 
B36 Use case name and 

description 
Right to manage owned contents 
The ability to manage a user’s published contents 

Type NFR, under the package “W2CC: Architecture of Participation” 
Cross-cut conditions USE CASE: Modify a general content (B9) 

USE CASE: Modify a product content or tag (B10) 
USE CASE: Delete a general content (B11) 
USE CASE: Modify a bookmark (B12) 
USE CASE: Delete a bookmark (B13) 
USE CASE: Tag a product or general content (B14) 
USE CASE: Bookmark a product or general content (B15) 
USE CASE: Delete a private message (B16) 
USE CASE: Modify a user identity content (B17) 
USE CASE: Modify a user blog setting (B18) 
USE CASE: Modify a user relationship content (general) (B19) 
USE CASE: Delete a user relationship content (general) (B20) 
USE CASE: Modify a user relationship content (business) (B21) 
USE CASE: Delete a user relationship content (business) (B22) 

Influences B9: positive 
B10: positive 
B11: positive 
B12: positive 
B13: positive 
B14: positive 
B15: positive 
B16: positive 

B17: positive 
B18: positive 
B19: positive 
B20: positive 
B21: positive 
B22: positive 
Identity management and 
personalization (B42): positive 

Cross-cut 
relationships 

Overlap (before): B9 
Overlap (before): B10 
Overlap (before): B11 
Overlap (before): B12 
Overlap (before): B13 
Overlap (before): B14 
Overlap (before): B15 

Overlap (before): B16 
Overlap (before): B17 
Overlap (before): B18 
Overlap (before): B19 
Overlap (before): B20 
Overlap (before): B21 
Overlap (before): B22 

Priority Normal 
B37 Use case name and Sharing contents 
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description Make a published content to be viewed by others 
Type NFR, under the package “W2CC: Social Architecture” 
Cross-cut conditions USER: Company users 

USER: Individual users 
CONTENT: Product contents 
CONTENT: General contents 
CONTENT: Tags 
CONTENT: Bookmarks 

Influences Company users: positive 
Individual users: positive 
Product contents: positive 

General contents: positive 
Tags: positive 
Bookmarks: positive 

Cross-cut 
relationships 

Overlap (after): Company users 
Overlap (after): Individual users 
Overlap (after): Product contents 

Overlap (after): General contents 
Overlap (after): Tags 
Overlap (after): Bookmarks 

Priority Normal 
B38 Use case name and 

description 
Interaction, communication or feedback 
Directly or indirectly messages used in contents 

Type NFR, under the package “W2CC: Social Architecture” 
Cross-cut conditions USE CASE: Link a product or general content (B23) 

USE CASE: Rate a product or general content (B24) 
USE CASE: Send a generated private message to other user(s) (B25) 

Influences B23: positive 
B24: positive 
B25: positive 

Cross-cut 
relationships 

Overlap (after): B23 
Overlap (after): B24 
Overlap (after): B25 

Priority Normal 
B39 Use case name and 

description 
Form virtual communities 
Form groups of communities on the platform based on common user bonds 

Type NFR, under the package “W2CC: Social Architecture” 
Cross-cut conditions ACTOR: Company users 

ACTOR: Individual users 
Influences Company users: positive 

Individual users: positive 
Cross-cut 
relationships 

Overlap (after): Company users 
Overlap (after): Individual users 

Priority Normal 
B40 Use case name and 

description 
Aggregation of contents 
Aggregation of published contents as “information cloud” on the platform 

Type NFR, under the package “W2CC: Collective Intelligence” 
Cross-cut conditions CONTENT: Product contents 

CONTENT: General contents 
CONTENT: Tags 
CONTENT: Bookmarks 

Influences Product contents: positive 
General contents: positive 
Tags: positive 
Bookmarks: positive 

Cross-cut 
relationships 

Warp: Product contents 
Warp: General contents 
Warp: Tags 
Warp: Bookmarks 

Priority Normal 
B41 Use case name and 

description 
Open and reusable contents 
The contents are open and can be re-use, remix or transformed by other users 

Type NFR, under the package “W2CC: Collective Intelligence” 
Cross-cut conditions CONTENT: Product contents 

CONTENT: General contents 
CONTENT: Tags 
CONTENT: Bookmarks 
USE CASE: View/use a product or general content, a tag or a bookmark (B26) 
USE CASE: View/use a user identity content (B28) 
USE CASE: View/use a user relationship content (B30) 
USE CASE: Assign a published product or general content to user blog or tag 
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forums (B31) 
USE CASE: Use content-based filtering for searching recommendation (B32) 
USE CASE: Use item-based collaborative filtering for related contents 
recommendation (B33) 

Influences Product contents: positive 
General contents: positive 
Tags: positive 
Bookmarks: positive 
B26: positive 
B28: positive 

B30: positive 
B31: positive 
B32: positive 
B33: positive 
Sharing contents (B37): positive 

Cross-cut 
relationships 

Warp: Product contents 
Warp: General contents 
Warp: Tags 
Warp: Bookmarks 
Overlap (before): B26 

Overlap (before): B28 
Overlap (before): B30 
Overlap (before): B31 
Overlap (before): B32 
Overlap (before): B33 

Priority Normal 
B42 Use case name and 

description 
Identity management and personalization 
Manage a user’s identity and adjust personal settings 

Type NFR, under the package “Identity and Personalization” 
Cross-cut conditions CONTENT: User identity contents 

CONTENT: User blog setting 
CONTENT: User relationship contents 

Influences User identity contents: positive 
User blog setting: positive 
User relationship contents: positive 

Cross-cut 
relationships 

Warp: User identity contents 
Warp: User blog setting 
Warp: User relationship contents 

Priority Normal 
B43 Use case name and 

description 
Login account 
Necessary for identifying a user on the platform 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors All users 
Pre-conditions None 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to login account. 
2. The user submits his/her account name and password. 
3. The platform checks login data and changes the user’s login statue. 

Post-conditions Change the login statue of a user on the platform 
Special requirements None 
Relationships None 

B44 Use case name and 
description 

Request for new account 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions The user do not have a account on the platform yet 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to request a new account (as individual users). 
2. The user fills in and submits data for the new account. 
3. The platform sends a verification email to the requester. 
ALTERNATIVE: 
1. A company user calls the function to request a new account (as company 

users). 
2. The company user fills in and submits data for the new account. 
3. Platform managers receive the request and review the data. 
4. Platform managers send a verification email to the requester if accepted. 

Post-conditions Send a verification email (with a verification link) to the requester 
Special requirements None 
Relationships None 

B45 Use case name and 
description 

Account verification 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions An account is requested (and accepted for company users) 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user who has requested a new account receives a verification email. 
2. The user verifies the account via the email’s verification link. 
3. The platform activates the account (the account can be login). 
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Post-conditions Activate the new user account on the platform 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Request for new account (B44) 

B46 Use case name and 
description 

View user blogs or tag forums 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions None 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to view user blog or tag forums. 
2. The platform displays result to the user. 

Post-conditions Display user blog or tag forums to a user on the platform 
Special requirements None 
Relationships None 

B47 Use case name and 
description 

Process the request of modifying a product content or tag 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Platform users 
Pre-conditions Login needed; a request of modifying a product content is sent 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A platform manager receives a request of modifying a product content or tag.
2. The platform manager approves or declines the request. 
3. The platform modifies the product content or tag if request approved; the 

requester is now the contributor or the modified content. 
Post-conditions Modify a product content or tag on the platform if a request is approved 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

Include: Modify a product content or tag (B10) 
B48 Use case name and 

description 
Mark a content as inappropriate 
A voting function for inappropriate contents on the platform 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to mark a product or general content, a tag, a 
bookmark or a user identity content as inappropriate when viewing any of 
these contents. 

2. The platform saves the marking to the content as well as the marker. 
3. If the content has been marked as inappropriate by 20 users, send a 

notification to the platform managers. 
4. If the owner/contributor of the content has over 5 contents that marked as 

inappropriate by 20 users each, send a notification to the platform managers. 
Post-conditions Mark a content as inappropriate on the platform; send a notification to platform 

managers if there are over 20 markers for a product or general content, a tag, a 
bookmark or a user identity content, or 5 such contents form a user 

Special requirements A user cannot mark owned contents as inappropriate 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B49 Use case name and 
description 

Modify a reported inappropriate content 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Platform managers 
Pre-conditions Login needed; a content is reported to have marked as inappropriate by over 20 

users 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A platform manager receives a notification for reported an inappropriate 
general content, a tag, a bookmark or a user identity content. 

2. The platform manager submits the modified content. 
3. If the content is modified, send a notification to original owner/contributor. 

Post-conditions Modify an inappropriate general content, a tag, a bookmark or a user identity 
content on the platform 

Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

Include: Mark a content as inappropriate (B48) 
B50 Use case name and 

description 
Delete a reported inappropriate content 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Platform managers 
Pre-conditions Login needed; a content is reported to have marked as inappropriate by over 20 

users 
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Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A platform manager receives a notification for reported an inappropriate 
general content, a tag, a bookmark or a user identity content. 

2. The platform manager submits the delete action; the platform removes the 
content. 

3. If the content is deleted, send a notification to original owner/contributor. 
Post-conditions Delete an inappropriate general content, a tag, a bookmark or a user identity 

content on the platform 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

Include: Mark a content as inappropriate (B48) 
B51 Use case name and 

description 
Modify an inappropriate user account 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Platform managers 
Pre-conditions Login needed; a user has over 5 inappropriate product or general contents, tags or 

bookmarks (which are marked as inappropriate by over 20 users each) 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A platform manager receives a notification for an inappropriate user. 
2. The platform manager submits the modified user account content. 

Post-conditions Modify an inappropriate user’s account content on the platform 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

Include: Mark a content as inappropriate (B48) 
B52 Use case name and 

description 
Delete an inappropriate user account 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Platform managers 
Pre-conditions Login needed; a user has over 5 inappropriate product or general contents, tags or 

bookmarks (which are marked as inappropriate by over 20 users each) 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A platform receives a notification for an inappropriate user. 
2. The platform manager submits the delete action. 
3. The platform removes the user account content. 

Post-conditions Delete an inappropriate user’s account content on the platform 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

Include: Mark a content as inappropriate (B48) 
B53 Use case name and 

description 
Request to claim a product content’s ownership 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Company users 
Pre-conditions Login needed; the company user must have no ownership over the target product 

content 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A company user calls the function to request to claim a product content’s 
ownership. 

2. The request is sent to platform managers. 
Post-conditions Send a request to claim a product content’s ownership on the platform 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B54 Use case name and 
description 

Approve request to publish a product content 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Platform managers 
Pre-conditions Login needed; a request to publish a product content is sent by a individual user 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A platform manager receives the request to publish a new product content by 
a individual user. 

2. The platform manager reviews the request and approves or declines. 
3. The platform manager publishes the new product content if approved. 

Post-conditions Publish a product content if approved 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

Include: Publish/generate a new product content (2) (B8) 
B55 Use case name and 

description 
Assign ownership of a product content to requester 
 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Platform managers 
Pre-conditions Login needed; a request to claim a product content’s ownership is sent 
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Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A platform manager receives a request to claim a product content’s 
ownership. 

2. The platform manager reviews the request and approves or declines. 
3. The platform assigns the ownership of the content to requester if request 

approved. 
Post-conditions Assign ownership of a product content to requester on the platform if request 

approved 
Special requirements None 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

Include: Request to claim a product content’s ownership (B53) 
B56 Use case name and 

description 
Lock a content 
Make a content invisible/unknown to other users and cannot be used 

Type FR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Actors Company and individual users 
Pre-conditions Login needed 
Basic and alternative 
flow 

1. A user calls the function to lock/unlock a product or general content, 
bookmark, user identity content or user relationship content. 

2. The user submits the lock/unlock action. 
3. The platform saves the locked//unlocked status to the content. 

Post-conditions Lock/unlock a product or general content, bookmark, user identity content or user 
relationship content 

Special requirements A user can only lock/unlock a owned content 
Relationships Include: Login account (B43) 

B57 Use case name and 
description 

Contents publish or modification need approved 

Type NFR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Influences USE CASE: Modify a product content or tag (B10) 

USE CASE: Process the request of modifying a product content or tag (B47) 
USE CASE: Approve request to publish a product content (B55) 

Cross-cut conditions B10: positive 
B47: positive 
B55: positive 

Liberty to contribute contents (B35): 
negative 
Right to manage owned contents 
(B36): negative 

Cross-cut 
relationships 

Warp: B10 
Warp: B47 
Warp: B55 

Priority High 
B58 Use case name and 

description 
Inappropriate content to be controlled 

Type NFR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Cross-cut conditions USE CASE: Mark a content as inappropriate (B49) 

USE CASE: Modify a reported inappropriate content (B50) 
Influences B49: positive 

B50: positive 
Right to manage owned contents (B36): negative 

Cross-cut 
relationships 

Warp: B49 
Warp: B50 

Priority High 
B59 Use case name and 

description 
Inappropriate user to be controlled 

Type NFR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Cross-cut conditions USE CASE: Delete a reported inappropriate content (B51) 

USE CASE: Modify an inappropriate user account (B52) 
Influences B51: positive 

B52: positive 
Identity management and personalization (B42): negative 

Cross-cut 
relationships 

Warp: B51 
Warp: B52 

Priority High 
B60 Use case name and 

description 
Content privacy 
The need to keep some of the contents invisible to others 

Type NFR, under the package “Non-Web 2.0 requirements” 
Cross-cut conditions USE CASE: Publish/generate a private message (B4) 

USE CASE: Delete a private message (B16) 
USE CASE: Lock a content (B56) 
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Influences B4: positive 
B16: positive 
B56: positive 

Open and usable contents (B41): 
negative 
Sharing contents (B37): negative 

Cross-cut 
relationships 

Warp: B4 
Warp: B16 
Warp: B56 

Priority High 
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